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Papers on all aspects of empirical economics are invited for publication in
Empirical Economics Review (EER). Authors are requested to adhere to the
instructions that follow.

Instructions to Authors
1. Papers for publication must be in English and should be sent to Dr
Mohammad A. Wadud, Managing Editor, by e-mail as attached files in MS
Word to the email address: empirical.economics.review@gmail.com

2. Papers should contain original unpublished work. All papers will be refereed
and the decision of the Board of Editors on acceptability of papers will be final.

3. Authors must supply their e-mail address. All correspondence will be made
through email only.

4. The first page of the paper should contain (a) title, (b) name(s) of the
author(s), (c) affiliation(s), and (d) an abstract of not more than 100 words
followed by 3 to 5 keywords.

5. There is no word size restriction. The paper can be of any size.
6. Footnotes should be limited to explanatory purpose and kept to a minimum.
Diagrams and tables should be put at the right places.

7. All references should be alphabetically arranged according to the following
style:
Published papers
Aigner, D.J., C.A.K. Lovell and P. Schmidt, 1977, Formulation and Estimation of
Stochastic Frontier Production Function Models, Journal of Econometrics, 6, 2137.
Research papers
Ajibefun, I.A., Battese, G.E. and Kada, R., 1996, Technical Efficiency and
Technological Change in the Japanese Rice Industry: A Stochastic Frontier
Analysis, CEPA Working Papers, No. 9/96, Department of Econometrics,
University of New England, pp. 22.
Book
Greene, W.H., 1997, Econometric Analysis, International Edition, Third Edition,
Prentice-Hall International, Inc.

Editorial Policy
Empirical Economics Review (EER) invites papers on all aspects of empirical
economics. The EER is a fully refereed international journal. There is no specific
deadline for submission of papers. Papers can be sent any time and will be
considered forthe subsequent issues. All papers must have an empirical content
and the theoretical models on which the empirical results are based should be
clearly, but briefly stated.
The EER will be published every month and has format of a letters journal, that is,
papers will be short and have a definite size restriction.
In deciding to publish this journal, we have taken into account the difficulties faced
by both the authors and the readers, and have carefully tried to remove them. Our
approach is outlined below.
Quick acknowledgement

The EER will send acknowledgement within 48
hours of the receipt of a paper.

Expeditious evaluation

The EER will expeditiously complete evaluation
process and communicate to the author its
decision within eight weeks from the receipt of
the paper.

Quick publication

The EER will publish all accepted paper within six
months of their acceptance.

Minimum sending cost

The EER will receive papers only through an email
attachment thus bringing the cost to a minimum.

Submission fee etc.

The EER has decided to require no submission
fees.

Subscription fee

Most journals have high subscription rates. The
EER will charge a yearly subscription of US$
400.00 or its equivalent for institutions and
US$300.00 for individuals for rich countries (per
capita income greater than US$ 2000) and US$
300.00 or its equivalent for institutions and
US$200.00 for individuals for other countries. This
is much lower than those charged by journals of
the same standard and frequency as Empirical
Economics Review.

Because of the author friendly approach of the journal it is expected that
publishing in Empirical Economics Review will be very competitive. Clarity,
brevity and nontriviality are the three things that determine acceptability of a
paper.
We urge all scholars to remember Empirical Economics Review if they have any
clear, short and nontrivial research work to submit. We also urge all readers of the
EER to give any suggestion that may help it.

